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Sprightly the carrot has the perfect life… for a normal carrot. However, Sprightly is not your
normal carrot. He wants to become a flower. Dave the daisy and the other flowers make fun of
Sprightly, but his upbeat nature prevails. With the help of Ralph the dog, creativity, and hard
work, the sprightly carrot proves that even the most unlikely dreams can come true in this funny,
heart warming adventure.

Loved it! ����A charming story that leaves you a little happier than when you started
it.SYNOPSISSprightly the carrot has the perfect life... for a normal carrot.However, Sprightly is
not your normal carrot.He wants to become a flower.Dave the daisy and the other flowers make
fun of Sprightly, but his upbeat natureprevails. With the help of Ralph the dog, creativity, and
hard work, thesprightly carrot proves that even the most unlikely dreams can come true inthis
funny, heart warming adventure.If you have been looking for an entertaining story for your young
reader, thenlook no further - The Sprightly Carrot's Dream isfor you! This book inspires children
to believe in their dreams and remindsthem that nothing is impossible. All you need is a little
creativity and a goodfriend!The beautiful artwork and humorous storyline will make this picture
book anexcellent pick for any young reader. It is only 36 pages long, which is justabout right for
most grade-schoolers, and a lovely book to read any time ofday. Although this book has many
plot twists, which may surprise the reader, itextols the virtues of "keep reading" - a mantra many
children willeventually learn.The artwork is creative and endearing. However, the carrot and the
dog are the samecolour which children may find a little amusing. Nonetheless, you will fall inlove
with a little orange sprightly carrot and his best friend, Ralph, the dog.I enjoyed reading this book
and found the story to be both entertaining andimaginative. As such, I would recommend The
Sprightly Carrot's Dream toany child, of any age, to read. It is inspirational, adventurous, and fun!
Youwill find the artwork to be endearing and the storyline delightful.REVIEWEDBYKareen
Hewitt--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJennifer Tremblay lives in
Calgary, Alberta near the Rocky Mountains with her 3 young children (aka the pirates), husband,
and the rotten cat. When she's not wrangling pirates and rotten cats, Jennifer works as a
geologist. She writes, illustrates, runs, bikes, and skis with her remaining time. --This text refers
to the hardcover edition.
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The Sprightly The Quarry, The Sprightly The Knot, The Sprightly The Batman, The Sprightly The
Northman, The Sprightly The Boys



Reens, “Hilarious book! I loved it!. I really enjoyed this book! It's full of imagination. The
illustrations really vivid and engaging to look at. It's definitely a fun book to read with kids. I love
that it also teaches several lessons without being too obvious or preachy. 1. Dream big and don't
give up, no matter what others say. 2. Importance of friendship and being loyal to one another. 3.
Stand up to bullies. The ending was surprising and unexpected, but I won't ruin that for you. Get
a copy of the book and read it for yourself!”

Book Lover, “A delightfully original and funny story!. I love this totally original story about a little
carrot with big dreams! I chuckled the whole time I was reading this, and the ending is absolutely
perfect. :0)”

James Roberts, “Fun and adventurous. I really enjoyed this book. It is interesting and humorous.
The author has a vivid imagination and that reflects Beautifully illustrated, rhyming story about a
young penguin who is just a little different. It takes a while for him to accept himself and that's the
subtle message of this wonderful book. This is just what you may think a carrot could dream
about. The illustrations, also done by the author, are bright, vibrant and engaging. They will really
capture a young readers attention. Though the ending may not be for everyone, more
adventurous parents and young readers will no doubt be left laughing and giggling about the
carrots journey. A breath of fresh air and a hidden message about the life cycle. Cue "The Circle
of Life" from The Lion King! Well done.”

ACurts, “Both my kids very engaged. My kids (5 and 9) were engaged start to finish with this
story, we had to pause on each page as they took in the details of the illustrations and the facial
expressions on characters.  We loved it.”

Kerri McNeil, “Beautifully illustrated!. A beautifully illustrated and wonderfully written story!My
neices and nephews loved the drawings and poured over them, so much to see!The story line
was cute and sweet - it covers everything from achieving your dreams, to friendship, to a bully
that gets its due reward.Great book!”

The book by Jennifer Tremblay has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 6 people have provided feedback.
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